The Effects of Plyometric and Resistance Training on Explosive Power and Strength of Young Male Volleyball Players
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the effects of plyometric and resistance training on the explosive power and the amount of young male volleyball players’ strength in Guilan province. The participants include 45 volleyball players, 15-22 years old, which were randomly divided into three groups: two training groups and one control group. Among the two training groups, one was engaged in plyometric and the other in resistance exercise training (six weeks, two times per week). The control group was doing its common volleyball training. Variables under measurement consist of strength and explosive power. We found that after a six weeks training, there were significant differences between the average of explosive power and strength in both groups of plyometric and resistance training in comparison to control group (P≤0.05). The researcher observed that there was a significant difference in the average of explosive power and strength within both plyometric and weight groups from pre to post-test (p≤0.05). The amount of improvement in resistance training group was more than plyometric group.
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INTRODUCTION
Volleyball is one of the most active and exciting sport. Nowadays, it has got a special place among all other ones. In this sport, the presence of aerobic and anaerobic energy and also unpredicted fluctuations of biologic needs are completely observable (1). In the modern world, athletic experts are attempting to utilize new scientific methods to prepare professional athletes at different national and international competitions. Therefore, utilization of the best appropriate methods of training is the most important basis which must be performed by the experienced in professional fields. Nowadays, there is a wide range of scientific research on athletes, competitions and physical training. In this regard, one of the most effective ways in relation to the improvement in strength and resistance increase, speed and athletes’ physical energy is plyometric training (2).

One of the other long standing ways used so far is weightlifting training. Historically, these exercises were meant as the amount of physical strength. But, nowadays, people at different ages, use resistance trainings to increase their physical performance, strength and speed, prevent injuries and keep their skeletal function safety (2).

Sankey, Jones, and Bampouras (2008) have conducted a research on the effect of two plyometric training programs with different intensity on vertical jump performance among high school athletes. They concluded that 6-week plyometric training cause to improve in vertical jump performance (3). Brown et al. (2007) examined the effect of two plyometric training with weightlifting programs on aesthetic jumping ability among men at university. There was no any different between plyometric and weightlifting groups in jumping performance (4).

Jothi, Vinu, and Eleckuvan (2010) have examined the effects of a 7-week-combined resistance and plyometric program on the improvement of selected biomotor abilities. The findings revealed that feet’s strength (%4.13), resistance power (%11.81), speed (%4) and in anaerobic strength (%7.53) improved after the training program. Therefore, combined resistance and plyometric training programs had statistically significant effects on the improvement of mentioned variables (5).

More efficient programs can be designed for athletes who possess physiological capabilities. Therefore, utilizing some appropriate strategies by the experts and trainers will bring desirable consequences. Similarly, the time and the cost spent for the preparation of each athlete will be decreased. Some trainer and also researchers believe that young people may be injured due to plyometric or resistance exercise. They think that growth sheets at the end of long bones may be injured and adolescents height affected by this injury. In fact resistance exercise is the same as double-edged sword. On one hand, it can promote athletic performance, and on the other, it can stop skeletal-muscle adaptation and bring injuries at growing phase in teenagers. In this way, it can result in the early and bitter separation between teenager and sport. Since weight training at this age necessitates special care and attention, and there are very few researches in this regard, this paper examines the effects of plyometric and resistance trainings with weight on explosive power of young Guilan province volleyball players.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was a semi-empirical and applied research and a pretest-posttest plan with two experimental groups was used.

Subjects. forty five young male volleyball players (16-18 yrs BMI: 21.75...
kg/m²), who participated in province matches in 1391, were studied. They were randomly divided to three equal (n=15) Plyometric, resistance and control groups.

A written consent was obtained from all subjects after explanation of all phases of the test. All health parameters were considered and the participants were allowed dropping out of the research whenever they want. All tests and trainings sessions were conducted at the standard clubs in Guilan. Explosive power and isotonic strength were measured by sargent and squat tests (1RM) respectively, before and after exercise programs in three groups.

Training program. Exercise training protocols included: resistance and plyometric were conducted for six weeks, two sessions per week and 90 min (warm-up, main exercise, volleyball special training and cool down) per session. Control group was under previous exercise training. Plyometric program contained 14 various elementary and mid-level jumps (6). Resistance training included 5 stationary manner exercises with 60% one repetition maximum (1RM), 12-15 repetition and 2-3 set.

Statistical Analysis. Descriptive statistics were used in order to describe the variables and compare the average difference in the participants’ pretest and posttest. To examine the normality of the data distribution Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used. To compare the changes in variables between three groups one way ANOVA was used. The level of significance was p≤0.05.

RESULTS
Explosive power and strength of two experimental groups increased significantly from pre to post test (p≤0.05) but there were no any significant changes in control group during the same time (p>0.05) (Figure 1 and 2).

<Figure 1. Explosive power in three groups from pre to post test. *
*: significant increase from pre to post-test within group (p≤0.05)

Table 1. Comparison resistance and explosive power changes from pre to post-test between groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explosive Power (W)</td>
<td>Plyometric</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>92.33</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength (Kg)</td>
<td>Plyometric</td>
<td>45.46</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>79.93</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant difference between groups (p≤0.05).

As it can see in Table 1 there were significant differences in explosive power and strength changes between groups. In fact post hoc test showed that the increase of explosive power and strength in two experimental groups were significantly deference to compare with control group (p=0.001).

**DISCUSSION**

It was evident that after six weeks plyometric and resistance training, young volleyball players have had great improvement in their skeletal strength and explosive power. In comparison to different training methods, the most improvement was observed in resistance training group and then in plyometric group.

Bosco believes that the increase in explosive power is the result of two factors: adaptation in bio motor organs and the improvement in skeletal functions to store motor energy in elastic elements. In other words, the role of plyometric training is feasibility in neural-skeletal system which results in the fast transference from external constriction to internal one (7). Therefore, increase in the strength as a result of plyometric training, may be because of the increase in the size of muscle fibers. Adaptation in the production of skeletal power is in close association with the increase in muscle fibers. Plyometric training programs cause to significant increase at the first and second type of skeletal muscle fibers (8).

Perhaps the increase in explosive power after plyometric trainings in this study, was due to neural adaptations such as: preparation of more biomotor ability, excitation of motor units with more frequency, selective utilization of motor units in adapted muscles, concurrent constriction of some muscles, the change in the speed of external and internal constriction phase and the increase in skeletal resistance and strength.

The results of this study are in line with the results of some other researches. The participants’ explosive power after six-week resistance training has revealed significant increase. Weight Training can increase skeletal-muscle cross section and increases the adaptation of motor units. Although hypertrophy plays a role in the first level of resistance training, neural compatibility is of
more importance (9, 10). Resistance training can increase body’s ability up to 50%; and then activates neural system and prepares the skeletal muscles (11). Previous studies show that the performance of resistance trainings is necessary to increase skeletal strength and speed; because it results in motor excitation and increases reflective potentials (12, 13). It seems that performing weight trainings with 50 to 85% intensity, results in resistance increase. Also, the participants were asked to perform the actions fast. In this way, the transference from internal phase to external phase takes less time. On the other hand, since strength is a combination of resistance and speed, with performing weight trainings, improvement in skeletal strength is evident. This study is in line with other researchers’ findings.

The results of this study shows that resistance and plyometric trainings have significant effect on the strength of young volleyball payers’ feet. Also, it was found that resistance training group has got better results than plyometric group; the findings are in line with Vissing et al. (2008) (14), and in contrast with Brown et al. (2007) and MacDonald et al. (2013) (4, 15).

Vissing et al. (2008) examined the effects of resistance and plyometric trainings on skeletal resistance. They found that with a 12-week-training, the strength was significantly increased. This increase may be due to increase motor unit utilization. Strength among those participants, who haven’t experienced resistance exercise, was most increase, because of the improvement in motor skills and the harmony in their motor units (14).

Therefore, it seems that neural factors, especially at the first few weeks are one of the most important reasons in the participants’ strength improvement (10).

One of the most important parameters of resistance in association with plyometric trainings is the flexibility of skeletal muscles; i.e., its ability increase in tension. The variation range of flexibility is directly related to the ability of tissue for resistance against power and its return to its first mode when removing the exposed pressure. This is the stretched function that is utilized in plyometric training (15, 16).

Selected weight training in this study, provided the development in the participants’ explosive power. These findings are in line with Singh (2012) (16).

Main finding of this study is that light to moderate plyometric and stationary manner resistance training on 60% 1RM can be helpful for improving in explosive power and strength. These are most important variables for volleyball skills. It seems that exercise trainings like those implicated in this study are safe and effective methods for improvement of young volleyball players' motor skills.

CONCLUSION

The research finding shows that the participants’ explosive power and their skeletal resistance will have significant increase with the help of plyometric and resistance trainings. In comparison between two experimental groups, there have been significant differences, in which resistance training group have shown more improvement.
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اثرات برنامه تمرین پلایوومتریک و مقاومتی
بر توان انفجاری و قدرت مردان والیبالیست جوان
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چکیده

ابن تحقیق بی‌پوشش نیمه تخریبی است که با هدف آن برنامه تمرین پلایوومتریک و مقاومتی بر توان انفجاری و قدرت والیبالیست‌های مردان جوان استان کیان انجام شده است. از مهم‌ترین این پژوهش، شکل 25 نفر از ورزشکاران دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی، واحد علوم و تحقیقات در تمرینات پلایوومتریک و گریه تمرینات مقاومتی پیش نمودند. از جمله این تمرینات، ورزشکاران دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی، واحد علوم و تحقیقات در تمرینات مقدماتی پیش نمودند. از جمله این تحقیق، از پژوهش مشخص شده که بین میانگین توان انفجاری و قدرت در هر دو گروه پلایوومتریک و گریه با ورزش سه از 8 هفته تمرینات در مقایسه با گروه کنترل، افزایش معنی‌داری به وجود آمده است (0.05 < P). همچنین نتایج تحقیق نشان داد که بین میانگین توان انفجاری و قدرت در پیشرفتی متوسطه به آزمون پایانی گروه پلایوومتریک و با وزنه اختلاف معنی‌داری وجود داشت. این بهبود در گروه تمرین مقاومتی بیشتر از گروه پلایوومتریک بود.
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